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	 SECRET	 16 December 1949

TO	 :	 Chief, PEN

PION :

SUBJECT: Cartel 2 Dabriefing Report

te ,	-
1. Upon notification

y
 from Munich concerning Subject , e_ETA in Now York,

I arranged a secure letter box and established contact (est_ 	 _l,by mail
with Subject in New York. Our first series of meetings toi/Fplace on October
20-24 in an Nast Sid. Manhattan apartment belonging to a JrieM of Sublect.
We met amain in Washington on December 6-7 at which tiaeL__	 as

__; assisted as an interpreter. We have established a friendITI
sociable relationship which, I believe, is working out to our mutual satis-
faction. During the New York meetings, we conversed in German with an coca-
atonal interjection of Nnglish which Subject understands and reads well, but
finds difficult to speak. Subject arrived in New York with his wife, daughter,
and mother-in-law, all as DP's, on 4 October and is presently living with his
featly in the apartment of his uncle at 107 Ravemeyer St., Brooklyn, New York.
/abject gives the iapression of a typically conspiratorial underground leader.
Re is rather insignificant appearing, of small stature, about 5 feet, 6 inches
tall, and looks somewhat older than his years (39). Ile two prominent geld
teeth and penetrating blue eyes lend emphasis to his cunning character. Sub-
ject always speaks in a cool, deliberating manner.

2. Subject has an encyclopedic knowledge of Ukrainian history, all of
which, according to him, centers around the Ukrainian freedom. As we began
discussing the Ukrainian Resistance Movement, I expressed our concern over the
apparent lack of real detailed knowledge of the URYI. I asked why such infor-
mation has not been made available to us. Subject alleges that the VPA, from
the beginning, instituted such strict security measures that it was impossible
even for SA officer or representative to learn more than the names or pseudo-
nyms of several resistance leaders. Members of the UPA revealed their true
identity only to their immediate Commanding Officers. After some discussion
concerning this admittedly necessary security system, I pointed out quite
frankly, using all the tact and diplomacy I could muster, that we fully realise
this situation. However, since he is new in the United States and in the pro-
cess of becoming an American citizen, his basic loyalties,must be toward this
country; the best possible service that he can render to the UHYI, therefore,
will be to furnish us with the kind of detailed, factual information required
by the U.S. government if the latter is to provide any real *Assistance to or,
indeed, even to establish satisfactory communications with the UHYR inside the
Ukraine.

3. I referred to the previous attempt in 1945, 46 by American intelli-
gence to mount intelligence operations into the USSR through the IPUHYR. The
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pelicr.aakiag individuals, than concerned with this type of aetivity, consi-
dered that there was far too little information available concerning the actual
potential, peritonea, oreaaisatioa, etc., of the MAU, let alone the parent
URYR. Furthermore, the ZPURVR, at that tine, did not make available a single
specific *gent or operation designed to reestablish communications with the
UEVR/UPit or to penetrate the Ukraine. For these reasons, interest in the
ZPURVII dwindled until the Fall of 1948 when Cartels 7 and 8 first came to our
attention. *abject regretted what he called a misunderstanding between the
ZFUHVR eat the American ease officer they were dealing with at that time
(Z. Arady). According to Subject, the MEM never Ulm exactly , what was ex-
pected of it by the Ameriesas. Arady's nweerous requests for information con-
cerning various emigre Ukrainian personalities and their respective organise-
times was allegedly furnished him to the *stoat thet it was available to the
Cartels at that ties. Subject continued that the Cartel 7 and 8 drop opera..
tion was the first real indication to the Cartels that American Intelligescet
was willing to give active support to establishing lines of oommanicatioa into
the Ukraine. Subject insists that he personally, ant he felt he was also
speaking for Cartels 1 and 3, is oempletely willing and eager to cooperate to
the fullest possible extent with American intelligence in a joint effort to
establish communications with the URVR/UPA in order to (a) obtain intelli-
gence information from inside the USSR and (b) to give eventual assistance
and rapport to the URVR/UPA in its fight for freedom and independence.

Sa0ept's Plans for Future Pi 

4. The immediate problem facing Subject is that of having to revert to
is true name, by which he is known by a very large perdentage of the Ukrainian

immigrants in this couatry. The necessary steps have been taken through the
General Counsel's office to have Subject change his name as of the tine he makes
application for his first naturalisation papers in Sew York. This is presently
in progress.

5. Proadly speaking, Subject intends to seek public support for What he
refers to as °the Ukrainian Resistance Movement as directed by the Supreme
Liberation Counsel, UMW. Subject believes the URVR represents the only or-
ganised resistance activity within the USSR toter. Mis feels that U.S. public
opinion is not at all sufficiently enlightened concerning the Ukrainian Peopris
fight for national independence. In his opinion each leading emigre figures
as KFRUSKT are influencing the United States State Departmeat IA the direction
of an eventual ea-called democratic Great Resole free of Communist rule. This
trend° is highly mental by the Ukrainian immigration, according to Subject,

who believes that a more adequate newspaper Soverege of the Ukrainian lesie-
tance'Revement is needed to stimulate the American people's interest in an in-
dependent Ukraine. This would go far toward bolstering the morale of the re-
sistance forces in the Ukraine as well as to assure the UNV1 that our interests
are not solely in intelligence procurement. Subject pointed °et that wiThe
Voice of America° broadcasts should be broadcast in the Ukrainian language as
well as in Great Russian (I understand this is now being done, so this point
needs no further consideration for the time being.).
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6. Subject also intends to raise funds for the ZPUBTR, which he regard,
strictly as the foreign representation of the UNWI and in no way a 'political
organisation. To do this, he plans to establish a Ukrainian news service
through which he would obtain current laformation of interest particularly
to Ukrainians or persons of Ukrainian origin from correspondents and other
sonnies throughout the world. This service would sell the various articles
and news dispatches or releases to any interested publishers primarily in
the United States and to some extent in kiestern Auropo.

7. Subject would like to publish a weekly newspaper similar to the
"Ukrainian Journal* which was published by the SPURTS in Munich until August
1949 when it had to be discontinued due to lack of funds. The *Ukrainian
Journal* we* a VI-weekly news publication begun in 1946 with a circulation
throughout the DP campe of Western lamps of 12,000 copies. By 1948, the
circulation had dropped 0 , 5,000 due to the mass *emigration of Ukrainians
from nrope to the other countries, lack of financial resources caused by

,growing operating expenses, and the devaluation of the German Mark. Al-
though he did not elk for financial help in this venture, it was clear that
such assistance would be mere than welcome to the MM.

8. The subject of black propaganda broadcasts purporting to originate
from Ukrainian resistance elements either inside the Ukraine or somewhere
in Germany was also advanced by Cartel 2 as a matter in which they were in-
tensely interested and wished to inaugurate providing they could obtain the
proper U.S. permission and support. Subject's general outline for this typo
of activity is being prepared for Bdu tor in a separate memorandum together
with additional details on the above

9. A draft manuscript of a book to te'entitled *Anti-Soviet Resistanoe
Movement of the Ukrainian People on Native Soil* was given to we by Subject.
The information extracted from this manuscript and a book entitled *Same-
stinist* (independence), published in Munich in 1948, ha* been, according
to YDS, the primary source material for our present knowledge of the WA,
USTR, and the OUN. On December 7, 1949, subject gave(	 k copy of another
book in the Ukrainian language entitled 'UPATM , whichVis atM6 published in
Munich during 1946. According to Subject, such of the background histor7
and information concerning the organisatioa and extent of UPA Underground
Resistance in which we are interested ic included in this book.

azaijaimaradamigiaLis

10. I asked Subject to give a brief description of the Ukrainian organi-
sations in this country which he would come in contact with in seeking public
support for the UMWR/IPURTR. Subject considers the Your Freedom, of Ukraine
(flu) organisation as most representive of the aimø of the MM. 'ALM
was formed in the latter part of World war II in this country as an outgrowth
of the ODWU (Organisatsiya Dershaonogo lesvoleanya Ukraie7), which mmHg to
exist in 1939. It was sympathetie with the aims of the UPA and had raised
$4,000 in the U.S. for the procurement of medical supplies and equipment for
the Ukrainian DPs in Germany. Politically speaking, this organisation in
aligned with 0U/Sanders, SiA00 the latter does still represent the OUP in-
side the Ukraine. Subject hastened to add that OUN/Wandera is not considered
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by the Cartels as being representative of the Ukraine OUN. Subject, for
example, °considers himself a member of the OUN, but not of OUN/Bandera. In
this connection, it wee interesting to note that at a recent meeting of the
PM in the U.S., the newly arrived OUX/Bandera immigrants who had joined
the organisation out-voted the older U.S. born members, causing a break be-
tween the two factions that resulted in the U.S. members' departure from
the group. The YrU was formerly headed by an engineer fun LANOwICR, who for
reasons of health, is no longer aetive In the organisation, and is presently
residing in florid*. The current head is Ichnat BILXNSEY, who vas born in
the U.S., spent most of his life in the Ukraine, and recently returned to
this country as a W. Be is approximately 30 years of age and is presently
residing at 707 Parish St., Philadelphia, Pa. Although Subject maintains
eentect with BILIBUT, hAt has, as yet * not participated actively in the
organization's work nor has he any immediate intention of doing so.

11.Dijesuggsamisijuia (ftreimsky faraday Soles) - An insurance
company in Jersey City, New Jersey, with some 420 breach offices throughout
the U.S., the principel business of which ls the sale of ordinary life and
endowment insurance to primarily Ukrainians or Americans of Ukrainian origin.
Its business is coaductad largely by Ukrainian immigrants who arrived in the
U.S. prior to World war I. It is non-political and democratic in nature.
It publishes a daily newspaper • ftehodal in the Ukrainian language for cir-
culation primarily among the Ukrainian immigrants in the U.S. The editor of
this paper is Luke. MYSNUGA, an old immigrant approximately 60 years of age.
MISKUOA serves as a representative of the Ukrainian People's Union Company
to the periodical Ukrainian Congress which is held in this country.

12. yte Ukrainian Congress Commi*tee - Sponsored the Third Ukrainian
Congress which took place in Washington, D.C. on November 5-6, 1949. This
Cowries consisted of 210 registered delegates from various U. S. Ukrainian
organisations plus approximately 200 other guests. An influen%ial member
of the committee, which consists of approximately 40 people, and according
to Subject, completely dominates the proceedings of the Congress, is Luka
STSSUGA of the Ukrainian People's Union.

13. trovydinMa - An insurance company with headquarters in Philadelphia,
Pa.; functions primarily among Ukrainian Catholics. The organisation is domi-
nated by the Ukrainian Bishop, BOOACRIVISKI, of Philadelphia. It owns end
publishes a conservative semi-weekly newspaper 'America' which gives politi-
cal support to the &Amen group. It also maintains a sympathetic vie* to-
wards the URVR.

14. Ukraiaskera Samenpsock (Ukrainian Self Assistance) - An insurance
organisation composed chiefly of Ukrainian Orthodox members; owns and pub-
lishes a weekly newspaper sftrainskoye Slave (The Ukrainian Word)

16. Ukralaiki,Robochr Soiuf (Ukrainian Worker's Union) - An insurance
organisation in New York City; Socialist in character. Professor fan PANGO
LIN appears to be an influential member of the organisation with contacts to
the U.S. State Department. This organisation publishes a weekly newspaper
called "The farodnya Volta (The People's Will or freedom).
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16.gm (see Para. 10) - Successor to the original ODWU formed in the
U.S. after World War I and disband/freed in 1939. The cow organisation supports
OUR/Melnik and claims active members in various countries of Swop*, Canada,
and the U.S. It is headed by a Professor fun OUNOWSKI.

17. Ramopos4ch *over UkrAeskey Immiarenti V Ahorike - A non-political
organisation in New York set up to assist new Ukrainian immigrants arriving
in the U.S.

18. Ukrainian Conletfteps An organisation of formerly active Ukrainian
military personnel; headed by pr. tau NAL(N)ICRIN, an old Ukrainian !emigrant
now a citisen of the U.S. Also Seerstary-Geaeral of the Ukrainian People's
Union mentioned above. An influential member of this group is General Feeley
SRANDRUK, who recently arrived in the U.S. According to Subject, this *nest-
natio* was organised along lines similar to the Ukrainian Combattaats in Ger-
many, headed by General KIPUSTIANSKT, of which SRANDRUK also was a member.

9raraeXeaMokeed Strict:um pf the URTN.

lin Since the publications mentioned in Para. 9 above and MaKA-793 cover
in considerable detail the organisation, personalities, and activities of the
UWIR/OUN/UPA complex, I attempted to restrict V: debriefing of Cartel 2 to
such information which would supplement and bring up to date our knowledge
of this subject. The Ukrainian Supreme Liberation Council or MN, was formed
in July 1944 as the centre). resistance *Government° body in the Western Ukraine.
This move was carried out primarily by the OUN is an effort to bring the vari-
ous political parties in the Ukraine together under one leadership responsible
for the UPAOsail for coordinated political action in achieving the ultimate goal

• of Ukrainian independence. The president of the VRTI/ is Jaroslav OSRAK, of
whom little seems to be known, and I received the impression that he is more a
figure-head leader than an actual president of the Supreme Council. }is func-
tion Is to head the ORWR Praesiadbms which is *mooed of the leaders of the
various political parties represented withia the VIM. The only member of the
Priseeldium, which Subject alleges to know by name is one Professor BUT, who
overtly leads the life of a loyal Commist school teacher somewhere in the
Ukraine. Re has two daughters living in the U.S. who recently arrived here as
DPO.(lt is interesting to note that one Professor JIMMY is mentioned in
MOMA0,93, para. 16, as having appeared in an insignificant CIC report and iden-
tified by Cartel 1 as a *ember of the VEVA in the Ukraine.)

20. The controlling force in the UNTR Is &morel Roman SIORIBWICR alias
Tares TSNUPRISKA, Chief of the General Secretariat and head of the Supreme
Commend of the We, the military arm of the UNIT. Wise President of the UNVI
is Cartel 1 who lives in Musick:Ai/hers he is also president of the MYR Foreign
Representation, commonly referred to as the MUM

21. The PrkGenerel Sicretgriet - Consists of various sections which will
be described below, the heads of which would become cabinet secretaries or
ministers in the event the URYR were ever transformed into a legal recognized
government for the Ukraine. OiMarr Affairs Sectioe - headed by General
TKRUPRIDKA, the name by which he is best known. Immediately under the Military
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*lotion is the Soprani Commend at the Who which la brekma damn as fallow*,
SS (Security Service), the mast Amportent part of the 811 is the C.Z. &settee
whisk was formerly headed by Mole Assent* alias Mihail*. The Letter eeu.
mitted suicide in 1941 upon his arrest by Soviet authorities. ketzerding to
Cartel 24 Cartels I and& stated during their debriefing that the Counters.
latelligence &lotion is still in active oilstones, but toilq. they did net know
the name of the eraser who replaced Arsenich. There tithe 12 or ?ethnical
Berries and the Ukrainbin Red Cress Service. The Commander* at the fear
Ukraine military distriets, North, South, Nest and Oast are also members of
the UPA Soprano Command. These areas are defined in the Cartel publisations
niatieued In paragrenh 9.

W Chief it Staff in the UPA Supra** Commando under General TiNUPAINNA„
Is Lt. Col. Meese' TAUS or MASTS alias WNW. This wartime O gler of Staff
was Dinitrer MOAT alias PMR2DINAS (phonetic). Commander of the UFA Military
District Nest (oomprised generally of the Oarpothe Ukraine, huorrina, Gaiimia)
is Lt. 001, Vesyl MUTT. The last known eemmander of thp,Meh North (Telbaynie)
use Major ITACINLIVSIX. DiaitrL or Nem= alias Aim SAYORVhe first esommeder
of the UPA when it 	 founded in November 1942 .1 hold this *milieu until fall
of 104$ whonISSUPRINNA was made Commanding General of the UPS. Until this time,
the Mims astir* primarily in Volklmin. ILACRNIVANY died in 1045 jet early
1946. Uis suceesser mow be Col. =INN* Petrov :lies Col, BUM'S is kayak
only by hie alias. 'Snow" marred directly under ILACNKIVSEN end led at least
ene successful UR& raid into the Live area during 1044. Subject alleged not
to knew the cemaandere ef the ether military districts, explaining that General
IMPRINT& and the UM in general, do not authorise the public use at true
names of UPA personnel until such time when it is clear that the Soviets have
already learned the true identity of iv& individuals from ether sources.

25. The Poreigli Affairs Section of the UNTR General Secretariat i.e heeded
by Cartel). Mist of this section was sent out to Gamey during 1942 to eats
Utah contact with Western anti...Communist Gauntries. Thus the Palmitin Affairs
Seetion personnel of the MAIM Is identical with that of the same sootiest in
the UNTR General Secretariat. Members it this motion are Professor Lev
SNANKOVSKT and Snow vRo0KI0Sh0 Joseph MAN. The fernery presently residing
In Mheich4 was referred to by subject as a trusted staff member-Whe meld be
%vilified to head up the type of black propaganda activities (mentioned
previously in this report) Witch the Cartels have in mind. ViSCIITOM Is also
the &PUNTS representative In Switzerland where he lives in Basel under the name
of Joseph Soren.

laharhal at:4ra SeattaA

24* This *Notion it the General Searotoriat is responsible for the .
eeerdination of all political activities, especially political parties repro.
seated within UM. It Om* handles ell propaganda and press activities for
the UNTR and URA. When questioned whether it al gae deals with **guilty matters,
subject replied he waset t sure, but flat that the severity functions are	 •
handled either here or in the Military Section under TSNUPRINKA• The former
head of the Internal Affairs Section-was Roatislav VOloshin alias Pavia**
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who died in MS. mm Supreme Command at the Mhos it. own Kittery'
Security Berries. In addition, to the above described tactics* within the
Cameral Secretariat there are additional sections dealing with name,,
religion, and oduestienA

0011 (Orgenisespe Uhreinekk latsionalistir)

S. Subject was questioned coneernimg the *wrest strueture of %be 00*
as represented in the UNTS aid An exile. Se indleated that although the OW
was ihe single most powerful antl oOommunist political party is the lanais,
the split in its foreign leadership mad the moral diseemeiee existing Wilda
its rooks mhos it wry difficult for the SAMS to awry out its job. on
*portant aspect of whida is to wordlists fowl., political support to the
WPM/UM The contusion existing within the foreign representations at the
COM %odes, was well illustrated by Subject's attempt to elarify its ourrest
political strueture. Cartel S. for example, considers himself a member of
the GUM party es it is constituted within the MS. inside the Strains *tare
theists apparently no disunity. Me doss not oemeider himself e member at
CUM/Senders as presently oemstituted in Cormagy and apparently his views are
shared brows* at the MM. Melnik' s following is so ineensequemtial that
it is not worth emesidering as an effective political fares within the 0014
Subject petalled out that** one can alarilythe current status of the 0011
hire LaLa smile until the OVA preesidime is able to de se. /be original
2RIUMVAL22 or 0011 Inecutive Body **existed of URVYSINIL and two other MN
loaders. The latter 4Wa killed in action. otereoPon IMERDnE2 appointed
STAl220, and MAMMA to summed thee. Subject believes that RANDERA's political
views sad activities have changed so mush in meet years he can no longer be
*smoldered to represent the democratic principles upon which the Moos
founded. At says's**, it is clear that the Cartels and probably soot of the
members of the SPURTS do not recognise the CUM leaderehip of SWIMS or
MIST= in exile.

RS. SAMDMSA is regerded as a totalitarian type leader who, if he had
the opportunity would fore* a dictatorship of eas kind or smother upon the
Uhreiniess. the usvgion program, on the ether hard. Galls tor free samara&
elections in the *wit of an overthrew of the Soviet government to determine
the people's desires an such issues as collective fernieS 0 Seversheh% 0040781
of industry, the method of molesting representatives to a matiemal *magmas,
education, religion, ete. It is significant to note that the SPUM, aid
particularly the Cartels, maintain what nay be waled °operational liaison"
with 0110. This is woossary in order to exchange cartel* information that
has bow brought out by various eouriere and partisansiihe have arrived tram
the Ukraine slime the eel of the var. I gathered the impression that Subject
and SIMKO were probably the actual link between the ZPUM and CUM/S
respeotively. It appears that the Cartels pass information at primary politi-
cal and propaganda significant* to MO for the letter's information. Oa the
ether hand, the SWUM apparently retains such information as pertaime to
their prinsry Ante/ion, which is to represent the USTS directly with the
various Wsitlems governsents and the 1Phiticans Cartel I and 2 were specifically
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*barged by General TSAUPRIMAS in early 1946 toasts their woy to Rome where
through the Ukrainian Bloh00. Imo 9912090, they war. to make the nemmory
contaots with western governmats which could octivoly assist the UHVR. The
original oentaot with American Intelligonse, for exmople, was made through
SWAM to MO. SAADI of the Wm gag,

AT. The Mb remit of thwabove intinimMOAs would soon to indicate that
tho Cartels am trying hard to have their hoodgmarters, the MA. replace
Seeders and Melnik by a political leader aoceptable to all WS =where in
mils* Subjest goes no lad/mitten of who this might be but made it monis*
takably slew that a theme* iirsorgemisatime vas meessery. gafortunatray,
Cartels 7sad Soho wore briefod in considorablo detail as these problems
by Cartago 1 and 2 are new probably dad or in MIS hands. Ia the meantime
it *wars to me that oukt must be reckoned with as the strongest singly
roprosentation of the OAM abroad - and it would follow that we must attempt
to uplift the Lntelligwhse potemtial of the 099/9 alongside but oempletoly
separate &maths (Artois.

Orrational Potential, Methods of the OITIVAPUNVII

• 28	 he. The SPURTS has no direct means of communioation to 	 USTR. The
dispatch of the Cartels T and $ was tho first real 'Stomp% that was made
according to Subjost, to establish N/T communioations with T8SUPRIAS4. * 1
salad him what was being done by the SPURTS in the lay of a thorough systeme-
tic debriefing of the approximately SOO (this estimats woo glom by subject)
Ukrainian rotegoes who are still available residing in various DP oamps
throughout Germany and Austria. 1 raised Lo pertinent question whether it
wouldn't be possible for Cartel $ who is head of the Military Scotian of the
SPURR to make such &briefing moults available to our ram *Moor in
Amish,. who would certainly be interested in following up any operatioaal
leads which *07 be derived from such debriotings. In this connection, 1
again reminded bin of our totems interest in and used for factual, detailed
information menoorning organisation strength, locations, pereohool* poorle*
OA" p th WA forces. Subject replied that Cartel I does, in fact, carry
on suàthiti.a and that as tar as be knew the VMS was in a position
to make available immedietwiy &minimum of 4 %vat typo pommel for disdo
patch operations in the spring, and furthermore, ha believed Cartel II had
somethimg like AO additional individuals insist who meld be masiderod as
potential *goat material for dispatch operations (the information whamming
the four agate immediately available was cabled to Armtek as USA 1144).
Presumably the A agents mentionsd subsequently in MUNI014 as having been
made availablo by AMUR for spring operations includes the four individuals
mentioned by Cartel 2.

20. Subject considers that until snob tine when direct contact via
9/T or other suitable means of emmunication is established with TSCAMPRIMAS4
that the SPOOR should °outlaw to mad properly trained (lnolurlihiA/T).
indoctrinated, and equipped groups of agent., in Glom cooporation with our
Manich Station, to the Nesters Ukraine. Me believe' each graup should not
mooed three persons. Ohm asked to clarify the mons of contacting the ON
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that would be given to such *pate prior to their dispateh. Subject replied
that .defisite means of eentaet are available and that some of these were used
4Ja the final briefing of Cartel? and 8 prier to their departure. &ablest
pointed out that the CPA made extensive use of deed.letter drops for purpose*
of maintaining internal oommunleations and that some of these were available
to the Cartels for use in contesting ISKUPRIREA. As an example, he 'sited the
teat that Cartels 7 and 8, eben they were dispatched by the general to contest
the Cartel/ in MUnich in June 1948, brought out detailed information egeerraing
three dead.letter boxes for future use by the Cartels. These same letter.
boxes were also to be used by Cartels 7 and 8 upon theft return to the Ukraine
in notifying TOMPRIBIA or their arrival:. Cartels end 9 were also provided
with 6 addressee in Canada, U.S. and Argentin*, respectively, which they wore
to use as a last resort in trying to maintain contact with the Cartels should
WA or mabsequent courier aemsausioations fail. ?hese exact addressee have
been prepared in a separate memerandua for the Cartels 7 and 8 file. In
addition, Cartels 1, 1114F and 6 *soh have trusted friends presently living in
the Urals•, ell of when as settee CPA, nembers which could be used in establieb-
tug mutat* with bonerilide UFA leaders. Subject pointed out that such detailed
information is restricted primarily to Cartels 1 and 8. I asked Subject an .
obviously sensitive question at this point. "Would you or Cartel I consider
making such detailed information available if we believed it would serve a
useful purpose in dispatching an agent or our MU choicer and reuralteent to
the Ukraine either as a resident agent to provide further support functions
for other operations into the USSR or to establish contact with the CPUs
Subject replied that only Cartel I had authority to divulge Inuit information
and believed be would de se if presented with such a case. Subject believes
that we would have little sueoess in trying to mount sa intelligence operation
into the Western Ukraine unless we *cleared* it through MUMMA or identified
the agent(s) involved to the OA requesting the latter's support and assistance.
The latter would, in any ease, take into custody any agent reporting . to a UFA
contact as having been sent by the Cartels or the Amerioan Intelligence, and
would hold snob agent(s) until they satisfacitorily establish their bona fides.
This appeared to is to..be & rather hypothetical statement of procedure. But
I think Cartel A should be approached concerning has willingness to share such
operational information which has not been made available to date.

60. When asked whether the Cartels had information available concerning
the lines of eommuniesetion, if any, that OUR/Benders maintained with the Ukraine
or mere specifically with the Oki subject replied that it 10114 his definite
belief that no such means of commenication OXiai4.. Subject mentiened several
oases known to him where MO attempted to establish contact with TSRUPRIRSA
with no apparent *U006414 MO cited as a typical example the attempt In August
1948 by Myron 114.776TRO, Chief of the OD, to dispatch 6 *curlers to the Ukraine
via Csechoelovekle. This Operation was supported by certain Corneae in Amerisan
employ who provided thee with genuine U.S. money. (211* Noun Desk here has no
knowledge of this *percales:). The entire operation backfired *yea the group
began to quarrel among itself shortly after homing aseomplishial a successful
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crotiting into Osechoslovakia, They therefore had to return to Germany at which
time two agents were arrested for illegal border crossing. An investigation at
that time by CID showed that the U.S. money carried by these two individuals was
counterfeit, apparently having been substituted for the genuine bills which were
provided by theVereans° originally and which were apparently spent for person-
al reasons.

31. Subject also cited the current attempt by OWN to lay claim to a con-
tact with TSRUPRINTA through an 0UN/1 °courier° who has recently returned from
Southeastern Poland. The name of this courier was referred to as."Begdan e by
Cartel 6 who has furnished Cartel 2 with this information. Subject indicated
that Cartel 6 was assisting our Munich cane officer in debriefing *Bogdan" who
at the time of the letter was still in prison for illegal border-crossing (the
individual referred to as "Sudan seems to be identical with Mihailo ledak
mentioned in NUNI 913)■ According to Subject, *Bogdan' is a professional bor-
der-crosser who was hired by two men in Munich, one of them a member of OUN/B,
to go to Southeast Poland and bring out their wives. Apparently "Bogdan°
agreed to carry a letter for OWN which he was to leave at a letter drop in
Poland for forwarding to GeneralISEPIINNA. *Bogdan" departed Munich in duly
and returned, early November 1949, with the two rives of the men mentioned above
and two other male Ukrainian refugees. Subject believes that "Bogdan* could at
best be considering an . unvitting courier for OUN/B which is now, through Major
Rohde* Pidhainy, making exaggerated claims concerning contact with the UPA
through Poland. "Bogdan* ant his group arrived, together with the two men and
two women, via Passau Gernany; their arrival has already been publicised in
some of the Ukrainian papers in Germany.

32. Subject states that moimmunication between. remaining UPA partisans in
Poland and the Ukraine is now virteally impossible. Re alleges to bs in contact
with several individuals in Poland including a former UPA commander who has
recently indicated that he has no means of communication whatsoever with the
UPANkraine (This UPA Commander is probably identical with °Zenon", UP4 chief
in Poland in contact with Capt. Prima.- ref. NUN! 942, Para. 3).

f P
Services. 

33. Ramseur Lithuanian military waits and personnel deserted from their
German Army components during the war to join the UPA. Some of these are still
with the TWA. As a result of close wartime ties developed with some of these
individuals, most of whom have Since returned to Lithuania to play an active
role in the resistance movement there, General TSRUPNINKA has established a
liaison contact directly between his command and that of the Lithuanian °Under-
ground Headquarters*. Subject alleges to have no further details concerning
this liaison.

34. The UPA Maintains no current liaison or communication with Polish
resistance groups. Wartime contacts with the Aaders 1.5. have all been discon..
tinned. Subject further alleges that to his knowledge the ZPURTN maintains no
intelligence contact with any other foreign intelligence services. Re added
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that their contact with Bishop Ivan MOM in the Vatican was not an intelli-
gence contact but ea °official liaison' between the UNVR/IPUBVW and the Vati-
can.

jelatiogs IketiOen tPupylt epd 

Subject states that neither the 2,PUNTR nor OUN/Banders recognises the UNB.
In his opinion, the MIN under the leadership of Levitsky and Kasepa will never
be able to assume an active leadership of the Ukrainians in exile because they
have no contact with the homeland, and furthermore, he believes they no longer
represent the aspirations and thinking of the Ukrainian people today. Be
stated that the various claims of such URN representatives as KAPUSTIANWI
(OUN/Nelnik)and General BOOMS alias Tares BULBA, to the effect that they
hove armed supporters or armed partisan groups at their disposal either inside
the Ukraine or in German y, are imply ridiculous. The ZrUnelt, although it main-
tains personal contact with various leaders of the UNR, maintains no official
liaison with the latter nor does it coordinate its activities with the UNR.
OUN/B has only two of its original six representatives participating in the
OR toter.	 .

35. In conclusion, T with to reiterate Subject's conviction that the only
way the dissension among emigre Ukrainians can be cured is to reorganize the
predominant political party, GUN, on a basis acceptable to the majority of OUN
members and other Ukrainian Nationalists. This would require high level policy
and various political directives from the MR headquarters in the Ukraine and
not from the dozen or more self-styled emigre Ukrainian leaders throughout
Hurope and America. In the meantime Subject plans to concentrate on publicising
the unified resistance to Communism as directed by the UNTIL Nis theory is that
since the CUB Iv firmly united inside the Ukraine within the framework of the
INIVR, the former will also gradually develop a representative leadership abroad.
I believe the Cartels, through the ZPUNTII, intend to act as the official channel
in coordinating the activities between the "homeland* and OUN members abroad.
In other verde, to guide the Supreme Liberation Council in its future relations
with all anti-Communist Ukrainian Nationalist elements and sympathizers in the
Western countries. Me debriefing results of the courier sextet from General
TEM/PRIM "Web recently arrived in Asses Germany should furnish us with much
seeded information concerning the UNTR's connection with and pleas for such
organizations as the SPVIIVR and Ws. It is hoped that this will give us a
further indication of (a) the extent to which the =Win feet reeogaises the
MIRTH as its official foreign represepAWon for the purposes outlined above
and (b) the extent, if *ay, to which it4 sfill considers Bamdera as the exile
political leader of the OUN.

Pereomallty InOrmetion.

36. The following personality information is restricted to that which is
either new or odes to information already furnished by the Cartels.

Cartel 1 Has just returned from an unsuccessful
attempt to enter Holland where he wall in-
vited to conduct a Greek-tatholic theo-
logical seminar; apparently, hig travel
documents were not in order.
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Cartel 3
	

In addition to his duties as Chief of the
ZPUILTR Military Section, to directly reopen*
sible fel' the security control of all van
operations.

BAUM, Major fnu	 Assistant to Cartel 3; directly responsible
for screening Ukrainian refugees arrlirtng
La Germany. Termer Red Army officer; de-
fected to the WA forces in the Ukraine;
arrived in Western Germany in 1947 in
charge of a small Unk partisan group.

MIT, Doris	 Member of the ZPURTM Praesiadium, which is
always composed of a aintsum of three per-
seas; presently working for IRO and also
serving as professor of law in the Ukrainian
University • Munich.

OKRBMOTICR, Vasyl	 In charge of political affairs within the
ZPURTR.

POTISMKO, Bair., Tasyl alias 	 Dorn 1895 in Kiev; has Socialist political
roloomosti	 views: handles financial, legal, and other

administrative affairs for the MDR; was
member of the short-lived Ukraine Diet ,from
1917=1919; reaained in Ukraine after Soviet
occupation until 1927 when he was forced in-
to illegal existence; . joined UP4 forces in
approximately 1942; left Ukraine during
1944: presently resides in 10) camp in Ulm.

TOTCHUK, Professor Ivan Mead of the CPU; Ukrainian Cultural and
Assistance Committee, aPretstwenetstvo
Ukrainska Imigratsie for Germany. This is
& non-political organisation with represen-
tatives in the British and French Zones. It
seeks to give assistance to newly arrived
Ukrainian refugees in helping them become
settled either in a DP camp or elsewhere;
provides certain financial assistance for
clothing, etc.

MINOS, Professor fun	 from ZRITOMIR; member ZPURTR, in charge of
(identical with Prof. TCHU/K0 cultural affairs for CM; living in DP camp
mentioned &mean* e, MCPA 793)near Ulm, Bavaria.

CHIStV3K1, Capt.	 Demid

3FCRET

Former UPA loader; came to Munich in tpring
of 1947 alleging to be UPA partisan refugee;
routine debriefthg by OVW/Bandora and ZPURVB
security representatives indicated he had
been arrested by the Soviets while on a
courier run from the Ukraine to Amxon, Ger-
many some time in 1946. Aftcr intensive in-
terrogation and threats by the Soviet intelli-
gence officer*, Subject was "turned° and.
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SKODOPADOKY, Benno

volunteered to continue his courier
activities for the VI% under BIS control.
Cartel 2 alleges not to know the present
wheresboute and activities of Chisevski
and believes he may no longer be alive.

President of the Ukrainian Univertsity,
Munich; geographer by profession; main-
tains contact with Cartel 1; was planning
to immigrate to the U. S. and sky have al-
ready done Co.

Active leader of Conservative Ukrainian
Neiman movement in London; member UM son
Of Pavel SKOMOPADSIY.

DUSI, Mikola Former UPA leader; arrested 1946 by Soviet
authorities and sent to NOM prison located
KOROLUKO St. Kiev, where he is presumably
still in prison. Comte' 2 believes the
Soviets are unaware of Subject's importance
within and knowledge of the UMYR/UPA.
(Likely identical with DUSK mentioned MOM
793, paragraph 16•)

STEPAMIAK alias LILKS	 Varner Communist Party official; deserted
to UPA forces in 1939; apprehended by the
Soviets in 4olhynia during fall of 1944 at
which time he was seat to the MOM prison
in Kiev; was close friend of Cartel 3;
(Likely identical with STKPANIAK mentioned
RONA 793, paragraph 16.)

PROM, Miroslav 0 Volodimir	 MIMS staff member (foreign affairs section);
Luhrry recently samigrated to the U.S. where he is

presently living in Kew York City. An old
friend and backer of Jareslav °weak, Presi-
dent of the MR.
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